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Picture #1
Agat Public School #1, this school was directly across the street from the Catholic Church, on the main street facing west, not more than two city blocks from the ocean. I occupied part of the school for my dressing station and living quarters I was in the school when the typhoon struck. There were only two casualties, a native had the calf of one leg pierced by a flying object, a stick of some kind. The other was a water buffalo who was struck by a sheet of metal blown from some roof. My bicycle is equipped with a Smith Motor Wheel.

Picture #2
The Catholic Church, Agat across from the Agat Public School

Picture #3
Part of the old Spanish Fort, on the hill above Agana, the building was called the T.B. hospital

Picture #4
Four hospital corpsmen and the hospital ambulance, the man on the caribou is a Marine patrolman named Wagner and he was stationed in Agat at the time that I was there.

Picture #5
Sentry Box on hill, old Spanish Fort

Picture #6
This young native has leprosy

Picture #7
The same boy with three men who have leprosy, they are in detention waiting to be sent to Molaki Leper Colony

Picture #8
Native Police and two native boys, our cook and boy that took care of our mess table.

Picture #9
Just an old man beside a so called century plant, taken in front of the dispensary, Agana Hospital.

Picture #10
This picture is listed later with comments on the German Cormoron.

Picture #11
Half of the main street of Inarajan looking east, my white shoes are on the railing of the house on the right

Picture #12
Going to or from a cock fight, which was very popular at the time although it was not supposed to be permitted
Picture #13
A family group

Picture #14
Taken at a bright moonlight night

Picture #15
About the same as picture 11, but taken from my porch as it was raining

Picture #16
This is the picture of the Catholic Church that was across from the Agat Public School. This was also just right of picture #31.

Picture #18
Half of Inarajan

Picture #19
The other half of Inarajan

Picture #20
Agana taken from T.B. Hill

Picture #21
Coast line inside of the reef

Picture #22
This is the complete staff of the Hospital Agana, Guam taken December 22nd 1917. The commanding officer’s name was Jones, the Dentist Johnson, the Chief Surgeon Dr. Adolf E. Schmidt. I remember Dr. Schmidt because he was the doctor that held classes for instruction of hospital corpsmen

Picture #23
This picture will be discussed in connection with the Cormoran

Picture #24
All dressed up for some occasion

Picture #25
The Barber shop where we all got our haircuts, the place is about three blocks from the parade grounds, two story building was the main merchandise store in Agana.

Picture #26
Naval Hospital Ambulance, Agana, two Pharmacists Mates and a patient, I wonder if the same shacks are still there.

Picture #27
Three of the girls, all of them were required to report each Friday for G.C. tests, if they were negative, they were free for another week, if not they were confined to hospital quarters until negative.
Pictures #28 & 29
Damage from the typhoon in the Hospital grounds. The man on the pony owned the local grocery store in Inarajan.

Picture #30
On T.B. Hill, at old Spanish Fort, above Agana

Picture #31
This picture is next to the Catholic Church in Agat

Picture #32
Taken at Inarajan in the Priest’s quarters yard, pictured, sitting, Dr. Adolf E. Schmidt, man in jacket owned the local grocery store and the pony. I believe the other man took care of the Priest’s yard and other chores.

Picture #33
Native nurse & Patient at the part of the hospital called Sussana Hospital

Picture #34
Wash day on Agana River

Picture #35
Agana River again

Picture #36
Young women dressed for some Catholic ceremony

Picture #37
The quarters of the Priest, Inarajan with his cook and housekeeper

Picture #37
The Priest of Inarajan, mounted on the merchant’s pony

Picture #38
The Priest of Inarajan in his study in his home